Note: In light of United States' recent announcement recognizing Jerusalem as the capital of the State of
Israel, issues have been raised regarding the security of Jewish Institutions. Arrangements have been made
for a security guard to be present in front of Shul for several shifts this Shabbos.

Young Israel of Greater Miami’s Annual Gala

Monday February 5, 2018
Honoring the Israel Committee of North Miami Beach and Highland Lakes &
Lifetime Achievement Award Presentation to Abe and Elenore Schwartz
Location: Aventura Turnberry Jewish Center

Source aish.com

Learn to deal with your difficult life situations one step at a time. Don't view all that you have

to do as a mountain to climb in one jump. Divide tasks into steps small enough for you to deal with
little by little. Focus on the specific task at hand and take pleasure with every small amount that you do













Rochel Leah bas Faiga Zeisel
Marlene Kalchman
Aharon Dovid Levy
Yochanan Baruch HaKohen ben Frumma Etta
Gittleson
Etta Mindel bas Chana
Yosef Yitzchak ben Sara Chanah & Elihau
Maman
Tzofia bat Shoshana
Daniel Yaakov ben Masha Tzvia
Naomi Malka bat Hoshanah Leah
Boruch ben Sorah Gittel
Elenore Schwartz

Mazel Tov to the Eisen Family on the engagement of Zelda Eisen,
Monsey, NY, to Shalom Glinn, Edison, NJ.
The latest time to say Shma this Shabbos is 9:35 AM. Please say
Shma before coming to shul in order to properly fulfill the mitzvah.

UPCOMING EVENTS

SOURCE: CHABAD.ORG




Mother Daughter Dreidle Game Night
“Chanukah” Escape Room at YIGM December 16th,17th & 18th



Annual Shul Gala: February 5th
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Most of us all have someone that we need to answer to in one way or another. Whether it's a supervisor at work, a
teacher in school, or a parent at home, there's usually someone in our life that plays an authoritative role. Sometimes
these "bosses" enjoy reminding us constantly of their authority and like to talk down to us. And other times they'll choose
to treat us with the utmost respect and kindness.
Interestingly, we all find ourselves in the exact same authoritative position countless times throughout the day. There are
many people in our lives over whom - if we choose to - we can exercise an enormous amount of dominance and control.
We can treat these people most any way we see fit, usually with little or no consequences. For example, this can
happen every time you interact with a waitress, a store clerk, or any hired help. Since these people "need" to listen to
us, we have the potential to treat them with outright rudeness and disrespect.
The reason why you'll sometimes see people acting this way is that they believe it gives their ego a boost to "boss"
someone around. We all have a desire on some level be in a position of authority in business, politics, or the community.
So, in an unconscious effort to fulfill this desire, some people will simply choose to treat others in a manner like they rule
over them and act like their sheaf arose and remained standing.
This is the mistake that Joseph made with his brothers and why they really disliked him.
There's a quick test you can take to know whether or not you're acting properly towards others. How do you treat people
that you don't have to be nice to?
You can instantly learn about a person's self-esteem by observing just how they treat people to whom they don't have to
be nice. Sadly, many people will act one way toward their boss and people they want to impress but then become
demanding or rude when speaking to some others.
Ironically, it's actually a huge boost to your self-esteem when you treat other people - regardless of who they are - with
tremendous respect. This shows that you have a strong self-image and you don't need to knock someone down in order
for you to feel taller. In fact, the better you can make others feel, the higher your own self-esteem will soar. It's a law of
nature. While you might feel an artificial increase in your self-esteem when others bow down to you, the exact opposite
is true. So start practicing the real golden rule, and treat everyone you meet like pure gold.
Oh what a night! Our annual Chanukah Boutique. A success for the
vendors! A success as a fundraiser! And a success as a fun raiser! I
hear that Rabbi Becker spoke wonderfully on relationships and also
had a very successful book sale! May Hashem continue to bless our
Young Israel with sharing many wonderful events together!
Chanukah Escape room: Don’t forget to reserve your spot at our
Chanukah escape room! Going on for three days in our social hall.
Motzei Shabbos August 16, Sunday the 17th, and Monday the 18th!
Makes for a great holiday present! Our family night out! Maybe even
as a gift for your office staff! Consider buying out an entire session
for 12 people and have your own private event!
PLEASE SUPPORT OUR VENDORS FROM THE CHANUKAH BOUTIQUE
-Glamorli Long lasting makeup (732) 693-2515
-Tichel Me Silly (216) 338-9826
-Skirtz by Nathalie (305) 968-2555
-Top your Table: vinyl tabeclothes by Shera Barak (786) 305-1831
-Judaics by Fridzart (305) 761-4611
-Rodan + Fields by Emily (404) 227-4426
-Accessories by Design (845) 641-2465
-iSpy Letter art (954) 802-0284
-Shaklee Kosher healthy nutrition & vitamins (469) 230-8779
-Miami Biofeedback (305) 305-3333
-Head Cover in Style (954) 952-5225
-Trendy Touch:Baby Boutique (305) 409-2536
-The perfect bra shoppe (786) 780-2010
-Fidget sticks (786) 780-2010
-Marcelles Creations (786) 552-2207
-Kidcoctions and Slime (305)-305-7166/(305) 321-7427
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